Video coding is a complex process, comprising a combination of spatial, temporal and statistical data reduction techniques. Of these techniques, motion estimation taking advantage of inter-frame information redundancy plays the most vital role. The overwhelming complexity of motion estimation using a brute-force search has prompted researchers to propose myriad of algorithms, yet finding the "most efficient" algorithm remains an open research problem. Recently, the MPEG-4 committee, after a rigorous evaluation, have recommended a motion estimation algorithm that performs very well in terms of speed and picture quality. In this paper, we propose a motion estimation algorithm that is a combination of a number of novel ideas for finding more accurate motion vectors and with a faster speed. The proposed algorithm, named as adaptive motion search with elastic diamond (AMSED) algorithm, takes advantages of the correlation between motion vectors in both spatial and temporal domains, and uses special diamond shape search patterns to accelerate motion search. The new algorithm achieves very close quality compared to full search but with several hundred times speedup. In term of speed, compared with the motion estimation technique recommended by the MPEG-4 committee, AMSED can achieve more than 200% speedup.
INTRODUCTION
In video compression standards, such as H . 2 6~ and MPEG, the basic idea is to estimate the frame-to-frame or field-to-field displacement of moving pixels, transform the prediction error between reference and predicted picture (DCT), and quantize and encode these DCT coefficients. Accurate motion vector identification with reasonable computational complexity is important for designing an efficient and cost-effective video encoder.
The most common motion estimation method is the block matching technique. In this framework, a video frame is divided into blocks (usually 16x16 pixels or 8x8 pixels) and a search window is defined. Each block of the current frame is compared with all the blocks of the reference frame within the search window. Displacement with the maximum correlation or the minimum distortion between the current block and the reference blocks within the search window is selected as the motion vector. Usually, the sum of absolute differences (SAD) is used to measure the distortion of matching.
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where p,-, (i, j ) and p t (i, j ) refer to the gray levels of pixels in the reference and the current pictures, respectively, and N is the dimension of the block, and R refers to the size of the search window. The full search algorithm checks every point within the search window. While the performance of the full search is considered to be "optimal", its complexity is extremely high. It consumes up to 85% of the computational resource used for encoding in our experiments. But since the full search aims to find the minimum SAD, presence of noise in a video can cause the search to find motion vectors that do not lead to best encoding. Presence of noise can also cause full search to produce chaotic motion field for a smooth motion video, costing more bits to encode motion vectors with fewer bits left for encoding DCT coefficients within a given bit budget.
For MPEG-4 video encoding, motion estimation (ME) is especially important, since NIPEG-4 video encoder is usually used for low bit rate encoding, accurate motion prediction and the more bits used for encoding prediction error would result in the higher picture quality. To overcome the high computational complexity of motion estimation, a large number of fast algorithms are reported. Fast motion estimation algorithms fall into following classes: 1) fast search by a reduction of motion vector candidates; 2) fast matching distortion computation; and 3) block pixel decimation [I] , [2] . Some examples are three-step search, new three-step search, 2-D logarithmic search, the conjugate directional search [3] , [4] , [5] [lo] . Both MWAST and PMVFAST are based on diamond search patterns [ 1 I]. PMVFAST is reported to be about 50% faster than MVFAST with the similar picture quality. But the iinplementation complexity of PMVFAST is also higher than that of MVFAST.
In this paper, we propose a motion estimation algorithm that is .a combination of a number of novel ideas for finding more accurate motion vectors and with a faster speed. The proposed algorithm, named as adaptive motion search with elastic diamond (AMSED) algorithm, takes advantages of the correlation between motion vectors in both spatial and temporal domains, and uses special diamond shape search patterns to accelerate motion search.
ADAPTIVE MOTION SEARCH WITH ELASTIC DIAMOND (AMSED)
AMSED uses three search patterns: Small diamond pattern (SDP) and large diamond pattern (LDP), and elastic diamond pattern (EDP) (see Fig.1 ). The algorithm selects these pa1 terns adaptively depending upon a notion called local motion activity (LMA, defined below). The pattern can switch to each other if needed; the switching pattern is the EDP pattern The smoothness of motion field, especially, within the same moving object, means high correlation of motion vectors. This property can be used to accelerate motion search if we can identify the current MB is within the same moving object of its adjacent MBs.
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Where L is LMA measurement factor. Based on the research results and observations, most stationary MBs have small SADs at (0, 0). If we can detect a stationary macroblock (MB), we can just set its motion vector as (0,O) and skip the motion search.
Usually, the stationary blocks are detected by static threshold, like 512 for MB size of 16x16 [lo] . We propose an adaptive threshold THO to make this detection faster and robust because it can enhance the resistance of noise. To make the detector more robust, we set the lower bound of THO as MB-SIZEx2; the upper bound of THO is set MB-SIZEX~.
If the SAD at (0, 0) is less than Tho, we skip the rest of the search and use (0, 0) as the motion vector of the current block.
An adaptive half-stop threshold (TH-HS) is added to make search stop more quickly. Threshold is selected according to LMA of its MVCL.
TH-HS is equal to the mean value of SAD of adjacent
MBs if the local motion activity is less than 4. 0 TH-HS is equal to the minimum value of SAD of adjacent MB. In diamond search, some search points are visited more than once. Duplicate search can be avoided by keeping the record of all the search points visited and testing if the current search point has been accessed before. Thus further improvement of speedup can be achieved by removing unnecessary actions.
Since AMSED is also based on motion prediction technique, the candidates in MVCL are crucial for speed and quality of AMSED. If there are more motion vector candidates, the chance to find true vector faster and more precise is higher. Fig.1 shows ordinary members in MVCL, presenting the prediction from the spatial domain. However, the correlation of motion vectors does not exist only in the spatial domain, but exists in the temporal domain as well. AMSED uses one motion vector Based on the inertia property (the MI3 moves with the same motion vector), the position of MB in next picture will be: 
",.l MB(i-1, j ) in picture (t-1) is selected as V .
added into MVCL as motion vector candidate.
resulting from median filter is added to MVCL. For BVOP, the motion vectors can be interpolated from its reference VOPs. The interpolated motion vectors are computed by inertia criteria and scaling. The motion vectors are used as V, for BVOP. From observation, we found that the interpolated motion vector can provide good prediction of motion vector for BVOP, and this the motion search can be terminated quickly.
The selection of the search patterns is according to the following principles:
SDP is used to refine predicted motion vector. Once the minimum of SAD is located at the center of diamond, the center represents the motion vector, and the search can be terminated. LDP is used for fast large-range search and to avoid the search from being trapped at local minima. 
